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Abstract

With the increasing popularity of user equipments (UEs), the corresponding UEs’ generating big data

(UGBD) is also growing substantially, which makes both UEs and current network structures struggling

in processing those data and applications. This paper proposes a Near-Far Computing Enhanced C-

RAN (NFC-RAN) architecture, which can better process big data and its corresponding applications.

NFC-RAN is composed of near edge computing (NEC) and far edge computing (FEC) units. NEC is

located in remote radio head (RRH), which can fast respond to delay sensitive tasks from the UEs,

while FEC sits next to baseband unit (BBU) pool which can do other computational intensive tasks.

The task allocation between NEC or FEC is introduced in this paper. Also WiFi indoor positioning is

illustrated as a case study of the proposed architecture. Moreover, simulation and experiment results are

provided to show the effectiveness of the proposed task allocation and architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing popularity of user equipments (UEs) such as smartphones and hand-held

devices, more and more resource-hungry applications like high definition video gaming and

virtual reality applications are developing and coming into play in our mobile devices. Due

to limited resources in UEs, it is very difficult for them to compute the resource intensive

applications. Moreover, UEs’ generating big data (UGBD) is growing accordingly, which poses

big challenges to the existing mobile devices and wireless networks [1].

Mobile edge computing (MEC) [2] and offloading techniques [3] have been proposed to enable

UEs to send its tasks to their corresponding virtual machines. In this case, UEs’ experience will

be increased substantially and their battery life will be prolonged largely. By taking advantage of

the cloud technology, wireless networks have also undergone revolution recently [4], [5]. Cloud

radio access network (C-RAN) has been proposed [6] by moving most of the signal processing

tasks, which previous were done in special hardware, now to the cloud, i.e., baseband unit (BBU)

pool. In this architecture, remote radio heads (RRHs) can be distributed easily according to the

requirement. In C-RAN, we can dynamically and easily adjust and allocate computing resource

to the wireless communications. Previous studies [7], [8] have proposed to have mobile edge

computing resource next to BBU pool to better provide service to the UEs. However, due to

the transmission latency and limited bandwidth in fronthaul, the above architecture may be not

beneficial to the delay sensitive tasks and big data applications.

Moreover, the studies in [9] have investigated the big data applications in wireless com-

munications and shown that it is not easy to process those data in wireless networks due to

the required large amount of computation resource. Reference [10] has proposed a big data

computing architecture for smart grid analytics. Some key technologies to enable big-data-aware

wireless communication for smart grid were investigated in this paper. Reference [11] has shown

that most of the applications require very short response time which is typically composed of

two parts: transmission (i.e. communication) and processing (i.e., computation).

To better process big data applications, we propose a near-far computing enhanced C-RAN

(NFC-RAN) architecture, by extending the C-RAN enhanced with mobile cloud [8] with another

layer of cloud computing, called near edge computing (NEC). In comparison with the mobile

cloud in [8], which is referred to as far edge computing (FEC), NEC is deployed in the RRHs,

namely much closer to UEs. Also, in this paper, we introduce how we allocate different tasks



between NEC and FEC, as proper allocation affects the performance of the whole networks and

the experiences of the user significantly [12].

Furthermore, in this paper, we will use the indoor positioning [13], [14] as an example

to showcase the benefits of the proposed network architecture. To fulfil indoor positioning

effectively, a large amount of wireless data concerning signal strength of positioning beacons

needs to be collected, transmitted and processed. Also, unlike the outdoor positioning where the

distance is usually measured in terms of tens of meters, indoor positioning techniques require to

capture movement at a level of no more than 2-3 meters. This requires a very short response time

when processing above mentioned large amount of information and the corresponding processing

has to be conducted promptly in order to show a walker’s current position in a real-time manner.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed NFC-

RAN architecture on top of the popular C-RAN and presents various tasks involved in indoor

positioning. Then the big data nature of indoor positioning problem is also discussed. Section III

generalizes the task allocation issue in NFC-RAN into an optimization problem covering both the

computation and communication aspects. Also, simulation result is given in this section. Section

IV introduces the indoor positioning as a case study to illustrate our proposed architecture. Also,

experimental results are reported in this section. Finally, conclusion remarks are given in Section

V.

II. NFC-RAN ARCHITECTURE AND ITS APPLICATION TO INDOOR POSITIONING

A. NFC-RAN Architecture

Our proposed NFC-RAN is shown in Fig. 1. NFC-RAN is composed of the BBU pool, which

is responsible of doing most of the signal processing tasks, and RRHs, which is in charge of

sending and receiving data to and from UEs. RRHs can serve as the access points, which can

be distributed closer to UEs as required. Also, RRHs is connected to the BBU pool through

high speed fronthaul link. To support wireless big data processing, similar to [8], we propose

to have FEC located next to BBU pool. If FEC decides to execute the task for UEs, UEs will

send all the task data to RRHs through wireless channel first, and then RRHs will forward the

data to FEC via fronthaul link. This may not be beneficial to the delay sensitive tasks or the

tasks involving big transmission data. Thus, in addition to FEC, we propose to have the NEC

located in each RRH as well. NEC can respond to UEs’ requests much faster, due to its closer



geographic location. In this architecture, UE does not have to send the data all the way to the

central cloud, i.e., FEC. This can not only save the bandwidth for fronthaul, but also reduce the

response time for the tasks.

However, NEC may not have enough computational resource to process requests from all

the UEs from its serving premises. Some delay tolerant tasks which require more computation

can be forwarded to FEC instead. Thus, it is important to identify whether the tasks from UEs

are delay tolerant or computation intensive or both and then allocate them to FEC and NEC

accordingly. Next, we will analyze the big data tasks involved in indoor positioning.

Fronthual

Fronthual

Fig. 1. Near-Far Edge Computing Enhanced C-RAN Architecture to Support Big Data Processing.

B. Tasks Involved in Indoor Positioning

Outdoor positioning has been widely used in real life thanks to the Global Positioning System

(GPS) technology [15]. However, GPS does not work indoor whereas demands on finding indoor

locations are high, as people spend most of their time indoor rather outdoor. Much effort has

been made for indoor positioning, especially regarding techniques that do not involve much

effort for initial deployment of positioning beacons. Due to the wide spread of WiFi hot spots

(technically access points or APs), WiFi becomes a cost-effective option for indoor positioning.

The WiFi assisted indoor positioning works in the steps as follows.



Firstly, WiFi AP’s signal fingerprints which are typically composed of received signal strength

(RSS) are collected against a particular physical indoor location (also known as reference point).

Then, after certain signal processing in cloud, those (RSS, location) pairs are stored in a database,

which can be referred to as Signal Fingerprints Database (SFD).

Secondly, one can repeat the first step until all the designated locations are traversed. This

procedure can be called as the site survey, which is conducted in an offline manner.

Then during the online positioning stage, the UE which requires to show its current location

collects the current RSS of the WiFi signal at the surrounding area and then compare the RSS with

the data in SFD. To this end, the location with the best-matched fingerprint can be considered as

the UE’s current location. The software architecture and the corresponding tasks of this widely

used fingerprint-based indoor positioning is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The Software Architecture and the Corresponding Tasks in WiFi assisted Indoor Positioning.

To make positioning more accurate and efficient, extra procedures are introduced, such as

signal pattern processing to clean out and correct the wrong fingerprints. Also, as RSS may

change along with the change of indoor environment, to reflect in the signal pattern database on

the positioning server, feedback is also applied in Fig. 2.

In summary there are two types of tasks. The first one is non-realtime or delay tolerant tasks

that make long-term effect to the system such as signal pattern collection, processing and map



generation, etc. The other type is realtime or delay sensitive tasks that are more concerned with

end user’s positioning or display, such as instantaneous signal fingerprint collection, location

display and signal pattern matching, etc. The non-realtime tasks can run remotely on FEC

whereas the realtime tasks have to be executed on NEC to ensure fast response action. The

experimental results in Section IV show the effectiveness of NEC in improving the accuracy of

location.

C. Wireless Big Data Involved in Indoor Positioning

To have an estimate of how many WiFi signals are needed for indoor positioning, certain

tests are carried out in our experimental site, i.e., the 5th Floor of the Network Centre Building

on the Colchester main campus of the University of Essex. The pie chart in Fig. 3 shows the

percentage of observed APs with different appearance frequency (denoted by N) when a UE is

moving along a corridor for 25 seconds. Each AP is uniquely identified by a Basic Service Set

Identifier (BSSID). Around 200 APs were detected during the 25 seconds’ movement. Around

one third of APs are observed only once and about a quarter of APs are observed for more than

3 times. The AP appearing less times normally means its signal strength are weak and thus can

be observed only within a certain range. The bar chart in Fig. 3 illustrates the distribution of

observed APs in 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency band respectively. APs of 5 GHz dominates the

observations with smallest and largest appearance frequency, which reveals that 5 GHz channels

may be less crowded and weak signals in 5 GHz are more likely to be observed than the signals

in 2.4 GHz.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of Wireless Big Data Involved in Indoor Positioning.



Fig. 3 also shows that approximately 600 observations are collected within 25 seconds, which

means that about 25 APs are observed every second on average. For each AP, a large amount

of information has to be collected, such as MAC address, RSS, working frequency and time

stamp, etc, amounting to at least 8 bytes. Thus, a stream of data of more than 200 bytes per

second is generated. When the number of UEs or APs increases, the amount of data just for the

purpose of indoor positioning will increase significantly. Note that this is a stream of data that

is generated constantly and continually. Thus, it is nearly impossible for UEs to process those

tasks with huge amount of data. The only way is to offload the corresponding tasks to the cloud,

i.e., NEC and FEC. Next, we will introduce how we allocate the tasks to NEC and FEC in our

proposed architecture.

III. TASK ALLOCATION IN NFC-RAN FOR WIRELESS BIG DATA

A. System Model

To better describe the task allocation algorithms, we assume that there are M RRHs and each

of which j = 1, 2, ...,M forms a small cell, which can support Nj UEs, as shown in Fig. 1. Also,

assume each UE employs the orthogonal channel to transmit its data and there is no interference

between each other. We assume each UE is only served by its nearest RRH which is predefined

by its geographical position and signal strength.

We denote UE i = 1, 2, ..., Nj in the coverage of j-th RRH as ij-th UE, which has a task Uij =

(Fij , Dij, Tij), ∀i ∈ Nj , ∀j ∈ M , where Fij (in cycles) describes the computation requirement

of this task, Dij (in bits) denotes the data required to be transmitted to NEC, or FEC and Tij

(in seconds) is the delay requirement in order to satisfy the UE’s quality of service. We assume

there is one FEC, next to BBU pool, with huge computation capacity F FE (in cycles/seconds)

and it can be allocated to any UE in any cell. We also assume each RRH j has a small NEC

with limited computation capacity FNE
j (in cycles/seconds).

Also, we assume that the tasks cannot be executed in UEs, as UEs may not have enough

processing capacity and thus UEs can either offload the tasks to FEC or NEC. We define the

indication parameters, i.e., aij , bij , ∀i ∈ Nj , ∀j ∈ M to indicate where the task should be

executed (aij = 1 denotes the task is executed by FEC whereas bij = 1 denotes the task is

executed by j-th NEC). On the other hand, if aij = bij = 0, it means this task can neither be

executed by the NEC nor FEC and thus it has to be delayed to the next time slot.



If NEC decides to execute the task for ij-th UE, then it will allocate the CPU capacity fNE
ij

to the UE, which needs to send its data through wireless channel to j-th RRH with data rate

rWij . In this case, the task with a large amount of data Dij (big data application) does not have

to send all the data to the central cloud through the fronthaul link. On the other hand, if the

task requires a huge amount of calculation (computation intensive application), NEC may not

be able to complete this task, due to its limited computation capacity, i.e. FNE
j . Then, UE has

to send all the data to the central cloud, i.e., FEC.

If FEC decides to execute the task for UE, then it will allocate the CPU capacity fFE
ij to the

ij-th UE. In this case, UE should first send its data to j-th RRH with wireless data rate rWij , and

then RRH will forward the data to FEC with fronthual transmission data rate as rFij . Also, as

the computation capacity of FEC is not infinite, i.e. constrained by the capacity of the physical

machine, i.e., F FE, some UEs may still not be able to complete the tasks. Moreover, if UEs

decide to send the task to FEC, the capacity of fronthaul has to be taken into account. Thus, we

assume the capability of the j-th frontaul as Rj .

We model the task allocation problem as follows.

P : max
aij ,bij

∑

i∈Nj

∑

j∈M

(aij + bij)

subject to : C1 : aij

(

Dij

rWij
+

Dij

rFij
+

Fij

fFE
ij

)

≤ Tij

C2 : bij

(

Dij

rWij
+

Fij

fNE
ij

)

≤ Tij

C3 :
∑

i∈Nj

∑

j∈M

aijf
FE
ij ≤ F FE

C4 :
∑

i∈Nj

bijf
NE
ij ≤ FNE

j

C5 :
∑

i∈Nj

aijr
F
ij ≤ Rj

C6 : aij + bij ≤ 1

C7 : aij , bij = {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ Nj , ∀j ∈ M

(1)

where we aim to maximize the successful rate of all the offloading tasks, by deciding where

the tasks should be executed. In another words, we try to accommodate as many tasks in cloud

as possible. In above problem, C1 and C2 denote that the task has to be completed in certain

amount of time by FEC or NEC, respectively, C3 and C4 denotes that the computation resources



are limited in FFC and j-th NEC respectively, C5 is the constraint for the j-th fronthaul, C6 and

C7 can not only show where each task should be executed, but also make the problem feasible.

The above problem may be modified as the multi-dimension multi-choice 0-1 knapsack problem

(MMKP), which can be solved effectively by using heuristic algorithm.

B. Simulation Result

We assume that there are five M = 5 RRHs, each of which forms a small cell. In each cell,

there are N UEs, each of which has a task to be completed. For each task, we assume the

latency requirement is 3 seconds. We assume that other parameters are randomly assigned from

the sets indicated in left hand side of Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Simulation Parameters Setting (Left) and Simulation Result (Right).

In the right hand side of Fig. 4, we show that the relation between task successful rate versus

the number of offloading tasks. The task successful rate or the task completion rate is defined

as the ratio of the number of completion to the overall offloaded tasks. We compare the new

NFC-RAN and the traditional C-RAN architecture only with FEC. The number of UEs is set

from 10 to 50 in each of the 5 cells. Also, to compare fairly, FFE is set to 107 GHz for traditional

C-RAN.

One can see that with the increase of the number of the offloading tasks, the successful rate

decreases. This is because the cloud has limited computation resource and some tasks may be

dropped or delayed to the next time interval. Our proposed NFC-RAN outperforms the traditional



C-RAN with FEC, as NFC-RAN not only supports FEC, but also NEC which is much closer

to UEs. This structure is beneficial to the delay sensitive tasks and therefore can increase the

overall tasks’ successful rate. In the next section, we will use indoor positioning as a case study

to show the benefit of NFC-RAN.

IV. CASE STUDY: INDOOR POSITIONING

This section use indoor positioning as a case study and we assume that the task allocation is

predetermined, namely, all the offline tasks and the feedback tasks (refer to Fig. 2) are executed

at FEC whereas the online computation tasks are executed at NEC. The experiments are carried

out to show the performance improvement of positioning by using NFC-RAN architecture.

A. Experimental Setup

Fig. 5. Illustration of Indoor Map of the Experimental Site (Left) and Positioning Result (Right) Shown on Android Smartphone.

We setup our testbed on the 5th Floor of the Network Centre Building of the University

of Essex, where the experiments were conducted. The map of the environment is depicted in



left hand side of Fig. 5. The site is covered by about 60 wireless APs of Aruba mounted on

the ceiling. They are part of the campus WiFi infrastructure. Each physical AP may generate

multiple SSIDs, which means much more APs are observed by UEs. The circle in right hand

side of Fig. 5 indicates the location of the UE.

B. Experimental Results
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Fig. 6. Positioning Accuracy and Energy Saving on UE, (a) Comparison of CDF Between NFC-RAN Based and UE Based

System, (b) Overall Energy Consumption on UE.

In this section, two experiments were conducted. In the first one, most of the online tasks such

as fingerprint matching are offloaded to and conducted by NFC-RAN, whereas in the second



experiment, UE itself executes most of the task. We compare these two cases in Fig. 6 where in

Fig. 6 (a), we show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of location errors for both cases.

One can see that our proposed NFC-RAN assisted system shows better location accuracy than

UE-based one. The percentage of accuracy within 1 meter is approximately 70% in the NFC-

RAN assisted system, which doubles the percentage of UE-based approach (35%). In 90% of

positioning results, the NFC-RAN assisted and UE-based systems provide accuracy of 3 meters

and 5 meters respectively. Through the comparison of the location errors when the CDF is

100%, it is apparent that the maximum error distance of UE-based system is almost 7.5 meters

whereas the NFC-RAN assisted system can decrease it to 4.5 meters. The major reasons why

NFC-RAN architecture outperforms UE based one are two-fold. Firstly, the processing capacity

of UE is in no comparison with that of NFC-RAN system which is composed of much more

powerful computation resource. The high computation capacity in NFC-RAN can process more

patterns (big data applications) and to execute more comprehensive tasks. Secondly, the proposal

of NEC, which brings computation closer to the UE, can fast calculate and execute tasks for the

UE, such as signal pattern matching tasks. However, UE based positioning approach may lead

to a situation where the produced location result by UE is out of date sometimes, thus resulting

in a worse location accuracy.

In Fig. 6 (b), we show that the overall energy consumption on UE in the situation where

NFC-RAN dealing with computation or UE itself conducting computation. From Fig. 6 (b), we

can see that UE will save a lot of energy on the NFC-RAN assisted situation, as most of the

tasks are offloaded from UE to NFC-RAN. This is particularly important for the practical indoor

positioning system as the positioning process may incur a large amount of data and therefore

drain the UE’s battery quickly.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed NFC-RAN architecture, which can facilitate wireless big data

processing. NFC-RAN is composed of NEC and FEC, where FEC is located next to BBU, which

can provide large amount of computational resource to UEs, while NEC, located in RRH, can

fast respond to the delay sensitive applications. Also, task allocation in NFC-RAN for wireless

big data is illustrated and indoor positioning, as a case study, is exemplified to show the benefit

of the proposed architecture. Future work will focus on how to allocate and execute the tasks



dynamically, including in the NEC, FEC and UE itself. Also, more efficient task allocation

algorithms for wireless big data will be investigated.
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